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Cuban Pianist  Composer  Music Visionary

“In Mr. Gonzalez’s hands, an Afro-Cuban batá

drum pattern becomes a tone poem filled with

funk attitude and modern-jazz feel.” 

- The Wall Street Journal

   Dayramir started his professional career as a pianist and

composer with former Irakere member, Oscar Valdes’

Afro-Cuban jazz ensemble Diákara at the age of 16. Since

winning Havana’s JoJazz festival in 2004 and 2005,

Dayramir has gone from winning three Cubadisco awards

for his 2007 debut album “Dayramir & Habana enTRANCé”

to become Berklee College of Music’s first Cuban national

“Presidential Scholarship" recipient to performing in

15,000-seat stadiums with legends like Chucho and Bebo

Valdes and headlining Carnegie Hall, representing the

young generation of Afro-Cuban jazz. 

“His refined yet bravado-infused pianism naturally extends the
brilliant legacy of Cuban jazz pianists from Bebo Valdes to Chucho

Valdes to Gonzalo Rubalcaba.” –LA Weekly

   The culmination of his journey as a young Havana-native

continuing and bringing the Afro-Cuban music legacy to

New York is synthesized in his album “The Grand

Concourse,” a name inspired by the thoroughfare that runs

through the Bronx. It reflects the uncommonly dynamic

range of pieces from the pulsating West African bass motif

found in Situaciones en 12/8 to the contemporary take on

the classical Cuban tradition of the late 19th century to

haunting orchestral jazz ballad of Blood Brothers. This

album was named one of the Top 40 albums of 2018 by

JazzTimes and received 4.5 stars from DownBeat.

SUGGESTED TRACKS (clickable):

12. Situaciones en 12/8
6. Camello Tropical

2. Moving Forward
1. Smiling

4. Iyesa Con Miel feat.
Pedrito Martinez

ONLINE (clickable):
www.dayramirgonzalez.com

Twitter: @Dayramir
FB/IG: @DayramirGonzalez
Spotify
Youtube

https://youtu.be/-qeFeB3LisI
https://youtu.be/PKiS7ctJo7Q
https://youtu.be/f9zC-SvsUbs
https://youtu.be/-qeFeB3LisI
https://youtu.be/KMuJD-9MArk
https://youtu.be/uMAy2IVa9DM
http://www.dayramirgonzalez.com/
https://twitter.com/dayramirgonzalez
https://www.instagram.com/dayramirgonzalezofficial/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/0hs4UvoQRj9x8xurbzUqv3?si=t9NjcbFLR6yV3HcIoZZUhg
https://www.youtube.com/user/dayralpiano

